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 This publication you will educate you on how to to stop worrying about
everything you are eating, possess clearness on when and what to eat and
find out a simple tool that can help boost your weight loss.If you’ve
ever struggled or felt frustrated with acquiring direction with your
nutrition system, not understanding what the body needs or simply
feeling as if you can’t make any progress with the way you look, you
aren't alone. Versatile Dieting is a proven program of eating a
prescribed amount of macronutrients every day (Fat, Carbohydrates and
Protein). Employing this book, become familiar with a basic framework to
generate your customized plan and start tracking your macros and reach
your goals. With versatile dieting, you can be 'flexible' and consume
foods you love whilst having balance with foods you need, to build the
body you want. You can find lean, have energy and feel in control
without following a strict meal program you could never maintain.
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An excellent explanation of flexible dieting! That is an excellent
explanation of flexible dieting. It’s very clear and concise with clear
to see and implement directions. The author explains how to break down
all the elements so that we know exactly how much protein, fats and
carbs to eat to access our ideal pounds. And through the use of ‘macros’
it’s easy to customize a plan for your own body and life-design. I
Recommend this book for those looking to take that next thing in their
health, IF they are looking for a lifestyle modification! This is a no-
nonsense, info filled little reserve that gets to the important stuff
about what to perform and how to do it. Thorough enough to understand
versatile dieting without brand pressing or a full biology lesson. Also,
math is incorrect and you can find typos as well as misinformation for
instance . The author has a very friendly and caring design without
shaming or blaming. Great details – I read it in a single sitting.. I
really enjoyed reading this publication about dieting! Betsy did us all
a favor in posting her wealth of information within an entertaining,
readable, and straight-to-the point design. I recommend this publication
for a beginner versatile dieter for certain. She also explains how to
exercise properly so we maximize our results. It's the best, super easy
to figure out your macros. I recommend this book if you're thinking
about Flexible Dieting! Great book for all those looking to make a
permanent change! This book was a very easy, quick read. Well written!
While I think she did an incredible job at explaining the content, I
don't think this is for someone looking for a quick repair or a thing
that takes little function. Following a flexible dieting system outlined
in this publication will need time and dedication, including weighing
your meal on a level and tweaking your meal intake to find what realy
works best for you personally. As a skilled dieter, I need the reality
in the quickest and easiest to understand method. Three cheers for the
Nourishment Ninja herself- Betsy Pake! Makes you understand the material
and there is no shaming. As a chef and clean eater, I possibly could by
no means understand why it was such a struggle keeping the extra weight
off.Definitely an excellent read and will help understand how it is
possible to better your body as a lifestyle and not a temporary change
Nutrition Ninja is EXACTLY what I've been looking for! Most of us have
that friend who has got their health on-point and we want to pry open up
their brain to find out their secret. The writer explains in clear, easy
to understand terms how our bodies work and why eating less calories
doesn't function. I have countless books on different nourishment
"methods" that are literally how big is my text books in college. Betsy
doesn't beat around the bush... I've followed her technique and today
she's laying it out in an easy task to follow methods! I was longing for
something more particular. It's as if you're sitting across from her
having a discussion it is so easy to read and follow. I feel GRATEFUL to
Betsy for composing this book! It's exactly the information I've been
looking for without all the fluff. Good go through for a lifestyle



change Very easy continue reading flexible dieting.! Do yourself a favor
and understand this book!! The strategy taken by this writer is
simplified and an easy task to follow. This reserve provides a clear
method to get your unwanted inches off forever! she gets to the meat of
what you need to know to be healthy. An excellent book I wish I had
months ago Finally, it all is practical! Sometimes with way of life
books you can feel guilty reading them since it points out the countless
wrongs you perform, but this is a reserve that simply states it's
purpose and displays it wants to help you. The writer does a fantastic
job at explaining versatile dieting and the significance of adjusting
macros to find what works for your body. Wonderful Read I'm needs to
count my macros, which is the fourth publication I've read on the topic.
An absolute must have publication for the New Year. What I like
concerning this book is she acknowledges that you aren't ... This book
can help you cut through all of the noise in dieting! Betsy offers a
more practical method of dieting that I can actually see myself using.
ESSENTIAL Read! What I like about this publication is definitely she
acknowledges that you are not going to desire to stop eating food you
love and she offers you a system to work with that doesn't feel
miserable to implement. Certainly recommend to anyone looking to make a
modification making use of their eating habits! Not helpful and lots of
errors That is all information you may get online for free. There's no
techniques, or gimmicks- it's just basic science that she breaks down
for a dummy like me to comprehend and also apply to my own habits. There
are lots of ideas to make the process easier.. Highly recommended book
approximately Flexible Dieting!what in the heck is vitamin D12? There
are no meal good examples or food recommendations. Short and sweet
Short, sweet, also to the point. Ideal for those who are attempting to
decide the best lifestyle modification for them. It's useful and will
not advocate eliminating the foods we enjoy. good easy read i actually
was not disappointed i must say i enjoyed this publication very easy and
to the idea breakdown of a new style of living Great and easy
information I've read plenty of IIFYM and flexible dieting books and
content articles. I'm a physician and have a PhD in research and could
never get my peri menopausal ten pound fat to budge! She gives very
detailed instructions on how to plan the Flexible Diet plan, how to
regulate how very much macro intake we individually need, how to adjust
our diet in order to stay on track, and how to do a every week
evaluation. The publication is comprehensive in explanations yet easy to
read and follow, with a wonderful tone.I can't wait to start this
Flexible Diet plan and lose several pounds. Four Stars good book. basic
principles you could find anywhere though Macros defined If you need to
break down how you eat to maintain your body, this book goes step by
step, with simple explanations. Quick browse, too! No one wants to
simply eat lettuce and chicken every day?! Glad the people at my
Crossfit "box" recommended! Betsy Pake does a great work of explaining



what flexible dieting is, the way the IIFYM diet works, and how to make
it do the job!! Concise, clear to see format.
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